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ABSTRACT
We present SecreC, a programming language for specifying
privacy-preserving applications using a mix of techniques for
secure multiparty computation. Building on the concept of
protection domain as an abstraction of resources used to ensure the privacy of data, the SecreC language allows the
specification of protection domains for different pieces of
data, and the specification of the computation in domainpolymorphic manner. We have implemented the compiler
for the language, integrated it with the existing SMC framework Sharemind, and are currently using it for new privacypreserving applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Operating Systems]: Security and Protection—
Cryptographic controls; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]:
Language Constructs and Features—Polymorphism

Keywords
Secure Multiparty Computation; Software Engineering

1.

INTRODUCTION

Many different secure multiparty computation (SMC) techniques exist, based on garbled circuits [14, 11, 10] or decision diagrams [8], secret sharing [13, 2, 5, 3], homomorphic
encryption [4, 7]. When developing an application making
use of SMC techniques, we may want to use more than one
technique simultaneously, and/or we may want to defer the
choice of particular SMC techniques to a later stage of development. The main reason for this is efficiency — different
operations may be fastest using different techniques, even
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when considering the costs of translating between data representations [9]. Confidentiality policies may compound this
issue, stating that different pieces of data must be treated
with techniques providing protection against different kinds
of adversaries (passive vs. active; the size of coalitions it’s
able to form). In this case, we may use faster techniques for
data needing less protection. Also, in our quest for speed, we
may want to try out and profile different SMC techniques;
this should be possible without rewriting the application.
Sharemind’s [2] secure computation runtime responds to
this wish through modular and the ease of integration of
new techniques. The application programmer, in order to
make full use of the capabilities of the runtime, needs a language to express the functionality of the application and the
possible choices of SMC techniques, without being forced to
commit to particular techniques too early. In this paper we
present SecreC, a language that supports such development
methods. The design of the language has been somewhat
inspired by Jif [12]. Several design choices have also been
affected by our unique practical experience in developing
SMC applications.

2.

PROTECTION DOMAINS

A protection domain kind (PDK) is a set of data representations, algorithms and protocols for storing and computing on protected data. A protection domain (PD) is a
set of data that is protected with the same resources and for
which there is a well-defined set of algorithms and protocols
for computing on that data while keeping the protection.
Each PD belongs to a certain PDK and each PDK can
have several PDs. Protection domains are a fundamental
concept in SecreC, partitioning the techniques and security
resources available to the program.
A typical example of a PDK is secret sharing, with implementations for sharing, reconstruction, and arithmetic operations on shared values. A PD in this PDK would specify
the actual parties doing the secret sharing, and the number
of cooperating parties for reconstruction. Another example of a PDK is a fully homomorphic encryption [6] scheme
with operations for encryption, decryption, as well as for
addition and multiplication of encrypted values. Here different keys correspond to different PD-s. Non-cryptographic
methods for implementing PDK-s may involve trusted hardware or virtualization. Public is also a PDK, containing a
single PD. In general, a PDK has to provide a list of data
types it operates with, and functions that operate on them.
The cryptographic implementations of these functions are
beyond the scope of the application programmer. These

functions are made available by the Sharemind engine to
applications, written in SecreC, through system calls. The
available functions may be different for different PDKs and
data types. It is possible that certain functionality that is
provided through a dedicated system call in one PDK is
implemented as a SecreC program for another PDK.

3.

THE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

The execution of a privacy-preserving application consists
of invoking the system calls in the correct order, correctly
passing data between them. The task of a SecreC-program
is to specify this order and the flow of data.
SecreC is an imperative, strongly and statically typed
language, with the concrete syntax strongly influenced by
C++. All variables and values in the program are typed. A
type consists of the data type, and the PD. One can write
PD-polymorphic code, possibly with restrictions to specific
PDKs. In this paper we only show the abstract syntax while
the concrete sytax of the language is significantly richer.
A SecreC program P consists of a sequence of declarations
followed by the body of the main function. Every declaration
is either a protection domain kind declaration, protection
domain declaration (stating the PDK into which it belongs),
or a function declaration. The names of the PDKs and PDs
are made visible in the compiled code. During deployment,
the Sharemind engine checks that it supports the necessary
PDKs. At the same time, the PDs of the compiled program
are matched with the actual resources of the runtime.
P

::= (pdk k; | pd d : k; | F )∗ B

A function definition F states the name of the function f ,
its return type (consisting of the PD d0 and the data type
t0 ), the names and types of its arguments, and its body
B. The function may be polymorphic, and the PDs can be
type variables that are universally quantified either over all
PDs, or over PDs of a certain PDK. Different arguments of
the function may have different PDs; in particular, this is
the case for (de-/re-)classification functions that conver the
values from one PD to another. The type of a system call is
defined similarly; but instead of its body, only its name in
PDK implementations is mentioned.
F
Q
S

::= [Q] f (x1 : d1 t1 , . . . ,xn : dn tn ) : d0 t0 (B | S )
::= ∀ α1 , . . . ,αn . α ::= d | d : k
::= syscall(f )
B ::= {(xi : di ti ;)∗ s}

Importantly, SecreC supports function overloading, where
several different functions with the same name, but different
type may coexist in the same program. These are foremost
used to express “the same” operations in different PDKs (e.g.
arithmetic and boolean operations). These are also used
to provide PDK-specific implementations for some generic
functionality, where the PDK supports an efficient protocol
for this functionality. At a call site, the compiler selects the
called function according to its type, preferring functions
with more precise domain types. If several functions with
types of incomparable precision are available, the compiler
either makes a reasonable default choice, or raises an error.
The compiler also raises an error if the called polymorphic
function attempts to use a function that does not exist in a
concrete PDK (in C++ terms type errors may arise during
template instantiation).
Data types, denoted with t, are not fixed, but definitely
include integers int, booleans bool, and vectors of inte-

gers int[] and booleans bool[]. The statements s and
expressions e in SecreC, shown below, are the usual WHILElanguage constructs, complemented with operations to manipulate arrays.
s
e

::=
|
::=
|

skip | s1 ; s2 | x = e | x[e1 ] = e2
if e then s1 else s2 | while e do s | return e
x | ct | e :: d | f (e1 , . . . ,en )
e1 [e2 ] | mkarr(e1 ,e2 ) | length(e)

The expressions include function calls. The expressions and
statements are typed; in an assignment x := e, the types
of x and e are the same (as syntactic sugar, the compiler
can automatically insert a call to classification function if
the PD of e is public, and the PD of x is something else).
In places where the compiler cannot infer the protection domain of some expression, it is possible to state it explicitly.
Importantly, one does not attempt to hide the control flow
of the program. Hence all branching decisions must be made
based on public data.

Example.
Consider the task of sorting a vector of integers in privacypreserving manner. The sorting method is polymorphic over
the PD — the only restriction is that the given PDK supports basic arithmetic and comparison. The generic sorting function operates by constructing a sorting network and
obliviously performing compare-and-swap on pairs in the order defined by the network.
∀ D. sort(src : D int[]) : D int[] {
i : public int;
a, b, c : D int;
alength : public int = length(src);
sn : public int[] = makeSortingNetwork(alength);
for (i=0; i < length(sn)-1; i = i + 2) {
a = src[sn[i+0]]; b = src[sn[i+1]];
c = isLessThan(a, b); // from PDK implementation
src[sn[i+0]] = c*a + (1 - c)*b;
src[sn[i+1]] = c*b + (1 - c)*a;
}
return src;
}
Listing 1: Generic sort
However, we can do better if we have more information
about the given PDK. In particular, if a PDK K provides a
fast method to shuffle vectors, an efficient method for sorting can be implemented. Comparison results of shuffled vector can be declassified and control flow of the program can
depend on the declassified results [15]. Sorting can be overloaded for this special case and when sorting a vector the
overload resolution mechanism selects the appropriate implementation.
∀ D:K. sort(src : D int[]) : D int[] {
dest : D int[] = shuffle(src);
// Sort dest vector using public comparisons:
// declassify(isLessThan(dest[i], dest[j]))
return dest;
}
Listing 2: Specialized sort

Other features.
The SecreC language also contains a multitude of other
necessary features which make the programs easier to write.
Among these are the module system, multi-dimensional arrays, arithmetic operators and overload resolution. The implementation of these is orthogonal to the semantics of protection domains and not described here.

Compilation.
The compiler first resolves the polymorphism, instantiating polymorphic functions as necessary. Differently from
C++, we can argue about correctness of this step as we
have a well-defined semantics for our polymorphic language.
The result of this step is a monomorphic program where the
protection domains of all pieces of data are statically known.
At this stage, optimizations can be applied to the program. Beside the usual compiler optimizations, there can
also be optimizations specific to the PDK used in a certain
place of the program, or optimizations involving the change
of used PDKs [9]. After optimizing, the program is further
compiled to Sharemind bytecode which is executed by the
engine.
SecreC is already in active use. The standard library of
Sharemind written in SecreC currently consisting of ca.
10000 lines of code, and correctness tests span ca. 25000
lines.
The semantics of SecreC is described in more detail in [1].
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